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Nixon orders N. Viet ports mined
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon announced last night he has
ordered entrances to North Vietnamese
ports mined to keep weapons and
supplies from what he called "the
international outlaws."
Nixon said U.S. forces have been
directed to take appropriate measures
to interdict delivery of supplies by sea
He said rail and other lines of supply
will be cut off. while air and naval
strikes continue
In a nationally broadcast address.
Nixon said the measures he had

ordered taken already were underway
HE SPOKE to the nation several
hours after U.S. warplanes had
returned to attacks in the Hanoi area
after a three-week lapse And he
announced the decisions after he had
worked over the plans in a three-hour
session with the National Security
Council.
Nixon never used
the
word
blockade, but he said Hanoi must be
denied
weapons
and
supplies of war
Nixon said that all Americans would

be withdrawn within four months from
South Vietnam, and the mining of
North Vietnamese sea approaches
halted at once, if two conditions are
met
-All U.S. prisoners of war are
returned
-An
internationally supervised
ceasefire is instituted.
Nixon said nations shipping supplies
to North Vietnam have been notified
they have three days to get their ships
out. presumably from the port of
Haiphong

HE SAID any ships entering North
Vietnamese waters after that will do so
at their own risk
With that, he disclosed the steps
taken to seal off North Vietnamese
ports, actions that recalled the naval
quarantine of Cuba dulirfg the crisis
over Soviet missiles a decade ago.
Nixon prefaced his announcement by
saying there appeared to be only three
available course of action to withdraw
U.S. forces immediately', to simplv
continue negotiations, or to take
decisive military action.

But he said given the certain
impact of the first two courses, there
"is really no choice at all ."
Nixon said the Communist offensive
launched five weeks ago was made
possible by tanks, artillery and other
weapons supplied by the Soviet Union
and other Communist nations

their demands for surrender "
Nixon, who is scheduled to go to
Moscow May 22. said the United States
and the Soviet Union are "on the
threshhold of a new relationship " He
said he wanted that to continue, but
that the Russians will be responsible if
the policy fails

THE PRESIDENT said the
administration's initial response was to
undertake "wide ranging new peace
efforts." but that Hanoi responded
only with bombast and "a replaying of

He made no mention in his speech of
the Moscow meeting but White House
sources through the day had insisted
that plans for it were going forward on
schedule

Final decision pending
on digging protestors
By Terry Cochran
Staff Reporter
No action is being contemplated "at
the moment" against IS to 20 students
who have worked since Thursday night
to dig a bomb crater in Sterling Farm
However, according to Dr Stanley
Coffman. provost, no final decision has
been made •

Dr Coffman said yesterday that any
decision on the matter would have to
come from the office of Ray Whitlaker.
dean of students
Dean Whitlaker was unavailable for
comment yesterday.
The students are camped out on
Sterling Farm, at the northeast end of
campus, and have vowed to dig a
crater the size of one caused by a 500 -

Committee to study
day care possibility
A committee to study the possibility
of establishing a day care center for the
University is presently being organized
by Dr Richard Eakin. assistant dean of
the graduate school.
Dr Charles Leone, vice provost for
research
and graduate
studies,
received a memo from the Provost's
office last Friday requesting the
appoinment of a committee
Robert McGeein. coordinator of
space management,and John Cornillon.
graduate assistant in the department of
English, will serve on the committee
which will be headed by Dr F.akin
Dr. Eakin said he plans to include one
undergraduate student and one faculty
member on the committee.
"I would also like to have one
member of the community on the
committee but I have not yet been able
to contact anyone,'he said
Dr Eakin said the group will study
day care centers, if they exist, at other
universities in Ohio and elsewhere
He added that he expects to be calling

on resource people in the University
and in the community who are
interested in sucn a program
"The committee will be a factfinding type of thing We will have
scheduled meetings and I
think we'll invite the University
community to provide input, but the
committee will have to decide how."
Dr F.akin said
After a study is made of other
programs, and ideas arc gathered, a
recommendation will be made to Dr.
Eakin who will then report to the
provost.
Dr. Eakin said some of the questions
to be considered by the committee are
staffing requirements, space
requirements, funding, and the extent
of the service-whether or not it will be
offered only to the University.
He said he hopes to get the
committee together later this week or
early next week for a preliminary
meeting

pound bomb dropped from a B-52
bomber in Vietnam
TWO TENTS and four lean-tos have
been erected at the site. Work on the
bomb crater was halted Saturday
afternoon, according to a spokesman
for the group
Leaflets were distributed yesterday
on campus asking students to "dig the
crater" today at 10 a ni
Another leaflet explained the Sterling
Farm site as a "new community...of
alternatives, a community of people
living together at peace ". providing
"free educational and cultural
alternatives and free babysitting "
The leaflets also said the University
administration has asked for
"constructive.' actions, but can not
tolerate them when they are proposed
It asked people to come out to Sterling
Farm and talk
The spokesman for the group said
that Derek Dickinson, assistant dean of
students, Whitltaker. and Jeff Sherman
and Chris McCracken, SBO officers,
walked to the Sterling Farm area
Saturday morning.
He said students were cautioned that
they were using a snowfence illegally
and could be charged with theft of the
fence.
THE FENCE was returned tu its
former position
The spokesman said Dean Whittaker
also said the students could technically
be in violation of laws covering both
destruction of state property and
trespassing
Dean Dickinson said the visit was
"public relations type situation."
The spokesman said an attempt to
"talk about things." with Dr. Coffman
over the phone Sunday night was
unsuccessful
"We aren't demanding anything; we
just want to talk." he said.

D«mon»trotors started work on a bomb crater Thursday night at Sterling Farm
to protest the air war in Indo-China. The digging was halted over the weekend
but plans were made to (tart again this morning.

Neb., W.Va. vote today
By Walter R. Mean
AP Political Writer
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey faces Sen.
George McGovem in Nebraska's
presidential primary, and confronts
Gov. George C. Wallace in West
Virginia today in another leg of the
marathon race for the Democratic
nomination for the White House.
Humphrey and McGovem both
campaigned in Omaha yesterday for a
contest that looked like a tossup on

election eve. Humphrey is favored to
win in West Virginia.
In both states, the presidential
preference polls are not binding;
Democratic national convention
delegates will be chosen separately and
simultaneously. West Virginia is
electing delegates to cast 35
nominating votes; in Nebraska. 22 of 24
are to be elected.
WHILE MCGOVERN also hunted
votes in the .populous Omaha area
yesterday, Humphrey was staging an

election-eve telethon, answering
questions called in by viewers It was
being broadcast on eight Nebraska
television stations, and five in West
Virginia
Los Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty
staged in Nebraska his most intensive
campaigning since the leadoff New
Hampshire primary, where he drew
only sparse support. In Lincoln. Yorty
said McGovern is "a tool of the radical
left," and called Humphrey a
representative of "the old politics."

Proceeds to benefit children

Charity hikers trek 25 miles
By Barb Brucker
I I

At about 7 a in Saturday the alarm
clocks started going off in the
dormitories and groggy students
fumbled for the off buttons.
Then they dragged themselves out of
bed. shuffled to the window, crossed
their fingers and opened the drapes
"It looks like rain," someone
reported unenthusiastically
Her roommate muttered something
that translated roughly as "yech." and
then gave the sky a vengeful stare
But by 8 am this twosome. Ill other
people and two dogs had assembled in
front of the University Union
(otherwise known as checkpoint no 1)
for a 25-mile hike to Toledo s Lucas
County Courthouse.
SPONSORED BY the University s
Student Council lor Exceptional
Children (SCEC). the hike was planned
to raise money for various
organizations for exceptional children.
Each marcher had a sponsor, or
sponsors, who pledged to pay some
amount of money for each mile the
hiker walked.
Wood Lane School. Lucas County
Autistic Program. Sunshine Children s
Home and Camp Courageous are among
the programs slated to benefit from the
march
On the oval in front of the University
Union, the walking crowd milled
around, getting final instructions and
making last minute preparations.
Some persons laced their hiking boots

tighter, adjusted their backpacks or
tightened the caps on their canteens
Others just stood there yawning and
shifting from one tennis-shoe-clad foot
to the other
AS THEY were checked in. the
hikers began moving off in a fairly
steady line up Ridge Street. Except for
a few of the marchers, who were of
elementary or junior high school age.
the pace of the early hike was neither
fast nor slow.
The younger hikers, accompanied by
their two dogs, got off to a fast start As
they passed person after person, some
of the college-aged hikers smiled
benevolently and wondered aloud if the
kids would even make it to the next
checkpoint.
As the kids and dogs kept going,
going, going and going, some of the
older hikers began to lose their doubts
about the young walkers and instead
worried more about themselves.
Charles Sprandel. an instructor in the
University's education department,
and his brother Davis, ran the 25-mile
stretch. They far outdistanced the
hikers, not to mention the people
running the checkpoints.
The first leg of the hike wasn't bad. It
was early and the sun had yet broken
through the heavy cloud cover. In
addition, a strong wind pushed the
marchers along U.S. 25. toward
Toledo.
THE HIKERS walked easily, were
openly confident and frequently called
back and forth between groups.

Friendly rivalries developed as groups
proposed bets on who would reach the
Lucas County Courthouse first-or at
all.
But no one dropped out as the march
wound its way along the highway
through farm country.
One farmer walked out to the road
and surveyed the oncoming line.
"You people just walking for
exercise?" he asked.
"Yeah," replied a hiker with a shrug
of her shoulders.
The farmer nodded his head slowly
and asked. "How far?"
"Twenty-five miles." she said,
looking expectantly for a sympathetic
comment or at least a surprised
whistle
But the farmer stroked his chin and
said. "Then I guess you d better keep
walking."
AND KEEP walking they did After
the Holiday Camping Center, which
was 4.4 miles from the hike's starting
point, the next checkpoint was Ovitt
Road
As the march progressed, the sun
came out and the hikers began shedding
unnecessary clothing and other
paraphernalia SCEC personnel drove
down the road, collecting the unwanted
items and transporting them to the next
checkpoint.
Billed as God's Country, Ovitt Road
marked the 7.5-mile point in the trip
and a major resting spot for tired
marchers.
"My feet hurt," said someone who

was resting in the shade of one of the
parked cars
"You mean you can still tell you have
feet?" asked her companion "Heck,
you're one of the lucky ones."
About that time, a man carrying a
banner emblazoned with a pair of feet
and MFTH I Marching For The
Handicapped l wandered into the
checkpoint and planted his flag firmly
in the ground as if claiming at least a
few feet of earth for a brief rest, and
daring anyone to deny him that right.
THE FOURTH checkpoint was a
Marathon station on U.S. 25. 10.5 miles
from the starting point Word filtered
down the line that free food and drinks
were waiting at the station.
About 15 minutes out of the Ovitt
Road checkpoint one overly eager hiker
said excitedly. "I can see it. I can see
the station."
A nearby companion smiled
tolerantly, patted the speaker's head
and railed "Medic."
Eventually though, the Marathon
station appeared, and the marchers
sank down on the grassy slope next to
it. As the hikers sprawled out, people
manning the checkpoint passed out
hotdogs and coke.
Next to the hotdogs and coke, the
items in greatest demand were BandAids
"Can I have another Band-Aidn'
"Sure, but I thought I gave you some
at the last checkpoint."
"You did, bull wore them out."
• to page 7

ibyKetot
Approximately 115 persons participated in the 25mile hike from Bowling Green to Toledo's Lucas
County Courthousse Saturday. The jaunt was
tpontored to raise money for various organisations
far exceptional children.
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Leners

student first
The original suggestion to house Cluster College in the
coeducational Darrow Kail has been overruled-mainly due to the
concern and legitimate complaints from Darrow residents.
The student voice was clearly heard by Provost Stanley
Coffman and other administrators who were informed of the
danger in conflicting the goals of the two coed programs by
housing them in the same living unit.
One of the stated reasons for the suggestion was the
anticipation by the housing office that a sufficient number of
students would not sign to live in Darrow. Therefore, a
combination of the two coed programs seemed only logical.
But when the suggestion was made, students had not even
begun to sign up for dormitories. To this day, we do not know if
Darrow Hall is going to be filled. Students are still indicating
their living preferences for next year.
Once again, the housing office is operating on its concern to fill
up dormitories at the expense of the students' welfare and the
experimental concepts in education.
Just because the two programs are coeducational, and
revolutionary, does not mean they should be housed together. The
idea of combining the two shows little insight by the housing
office and the deans of students.
Darrow is a social program. Cluster College is an academic
one. Though some of their goals may be similiar, their immediate
programs have some differences. The experimental nature of
both may conflict in the same living unit.
We commend the final decision to house Cluster Cdllege in a
location other than Darrow Kail next year and we hope the
facilities in their new unit are adequate to continue the success of
the program.
We also hope the housing and dean of students offices begin to
put aside their economic priorities just once and think about the
students' welfare before they conjure up these hasty suggestions.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The B(l News. 108
University Hall
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criticizes news priorities
Dear Uncle Richard,
Forgive toe students for they know not
what they have done. Some figured that
in order to get headlines in The BG News
they would make the Miss Bowling
Green contest appear as a true farce-they even went as far as to dress up a
"man" as a contestant, but then were
disgusted when he could not enter.
Yes, Uncle. The BG News printed the
pictures emphasizing the minority's
standpoint and played down the contest
itself
A handful of the University's
population decided next it was time to
drop their frisbees and stage a dramatic
rally In front of Williams.
Yep, it must have attracted more than
SO people who gave up their tasks of
watering their dogs and frisbee throwing
so as to watch a duplicate performance
of the bombing of Indochina by the
"unhumanitarian" U.S. administration.
UNCLE, I was wondering where the
red flags with sickles were so as to show
their loyalty. Oh well, I guess they know

what they were doing because The BG
News was on hand to capture the
minority sentiment. I wonder if they,
also, received pictures of the students
who defaced University property for
their personal slogans.
Another pressing issue covered in The
BG News concerned the democratic
principle of flooding the newspaper with
one candidate, George McGovern. Uncle
Richard, I feel this action disproves
Cousin Spiro's theory that some news is
biased.
I would like to end my letter by
remarking on another BG News printed
article, namely the statement put out by
the BG Strike Committee.
How can a "peace-loving"
organization push aside the
humanitarian goals set forth by Dr.
Moore and SBO President Jeff Sherman
on supporting a fund for Bangladesh and
instead, call for students to skip classes,
skip their extra-curricular activities
(give up frisbees'l for the day and
scream out to the President to end the
war now1

smoking policy
1 was appalled to learn of the Faculty
Senate action regarding smoking
regulations for classroom and library
buildings
My reactions are not to the arguments
based upon assumptions that safety
needs and maintenance costs should be
taken into account.
Instead of limiting arguments for
enforcing existing policy to these issues.
Mr. Decker's resolution smacks of a
paternalistic condescension and the
moralistic rattling of a petty mind (an
occurrence all too common on this
campus.)

and department chairmen should take
appropriate administrative action to
discipline faculty members who violate
this regulation and thus violate their
contract with the University."
If carried to an extreme, such action
would mean that faculty members could
be fired for smoking (even a pipe I in a
classroom or in their own office' The
implications of such a suggestion are
staggering
The fact that Mr Decker and the
Faculty Senate have called attention to
problems stemming from habitual
violation of the University smoking
policy is laudable

THE QUESTION arises as to what
process of logic was used to conclude
that: "...a condition which leads to
unnecessary health hazards to both
smokers and non-smokers, has
contributed to the breakdown of morality
and respect for law and University
regulations
I find such a statement
both intellectually and personally
offensive.
Aside from the obvious logical
deficiencies in the wording of the
resolution, there are dangerous
implications in the "suggestions''
appended to the resolution.

BUT, THE specious logic, fascistic
wording, and moralistic overtones of the
resolution are certainly not congruent
with the pragmatic considerations
relevant to the situation
I sincerely hope that the spirit in which
the resolution was passed does not
reflect acceptance of the meanings
communicated by Mr Decker's wording
of that resolution
If it does, then I can only conclude that
the Faculty Senate is mandating a move
toward a "garrison" community rather
than an "academic" community

EXTREMELY disturbing was the
suggestion, summarized by The BG
News, that stated: "Deans, directors.

Edward A. Mabry
Teaching Fellow
Dept of Speech

director answers charge
This is in reply to Robert Weigl's letter
which appeared in the May 4 issue of The
BG News
The letter stated that I did not allow
the presence of the Ohio coordinator of
the Young Socialists for Jenness and
Pulley to be announced over the pa.
system in Kohl Hall
On Thursday April 27. Mr Weigl came
to my office and asked to make an
announcement at 9:30 p.m., the same
time that another planned event was
scheduled to be held in the main lounge
of Kohl
I HAD no objection to making the
announcement, nor did I have any

objection to having a representative of
the Young Socialists speak in the hall, but
to avoid having the two events compete
for attendance I asked him if they could
make their presentation in one of the
other residence halls and then return to
Kohl Hall in approximately one hour or
at 11p.m.
He had stated that they did intend to go
to several of the other halls after leaving
Kohl anyway.
When I asked if he would cooperate in
this way he became upset and walked out
of my office.
Seth Patton
Kail Director-Kohl Hall

OF COURSE Uncle. I should not worry
for they know what they do and it is only
the distinct minority doing this. I do.
however, worry for the media is
swallowing things like this as if it were a
vacuum and then passing it on to the
public.
This rubbing off on the public makes for
panic and an unreal picture of the whole
scene. Oh well. I hope that something
can be done to correct all this-maybe
some pressure on The News to sort of
cool off it's liberal tendencies is in store

Tell this to your friends. Uncle, and
maybe the majority will be heard from
more often as it deserves.
Your nephew,
Peter Khef
M Anderson
p.s. I wonder if Retime Davis will take up
more space in The BG News than did the
death of a great man-namely J. Edgar
Hoover who received one short
paragraph

coupon drive
Fall and winter quarter there was a
food coupon drive The purpose of this
drive was to receive from students extra
food coupons in order to exchange them
at the cafeteria for food.
This food was then given to the Wood
County Opportunity Center in Portage,
and to The Black Panther Party. Toledo
chapter.
In the fall quarter, the coupon drive
was started about a week before classes
ended For such a short time, over $2,000
worth of coupons were turned in.
This was quite an accomplishment. It
showed that the students were quite
concerned, and gave their coupons in
order to help out.
THE COUPON DRIVE was started
during the winter quarter. We tried to
get a great deal more publicity during
the winter quarter than during the fall
quarter.
Even though more people heard of the
drive, less food coupons were donated
By the end of the quarter, only 1700
worth of coupons had been collected.
That's still a considerable amount, but
it dropped from $2,000 Probably there
were several reasons.
The opening of the Amani and the MidAm rooms to the use of food coupons
probably had a big influence on this. Also
people were more aware of what they
could do with the coupons, whereas in
fall quarter it was an all new cafeteria
program

THE PURPOSE tor which we collect
these coupons is because we feel as if
there should be some way, big or small,
to help disadvantaged people in nearby
communities. It is a way that the
University community can help feed
these people.
The food that is collected is given
directly to the groups previously named
The WCOC gives it directly to the
Chicane workers, and the Black
Panthers used it in their community
survival programs.
It is served in Toledo at the Panther
headquarters and also at the churches
that are helping out.
Through our program
we have
considerably elevated the conditions of
many underprivileged families.
WE FEEL THAT every individual can
take action to determine the welfare of
themselves and their fellow man. and
this is one such way We hope you share
our enthusiasm and support our
program.
Donations of coupons or money can be
sent to Box 9. University Hall. Also,
volunteers to help coordinate the
collection are really welcome.
Jerry Borer
255CrimSt.
Jacques Morgan
207 Offenhauer West

good journalism ?
This morning's BG News. May 4. just
arrived and my first impression was
"Hev. they've changed the format!"
That impression lasted about 7.9
nanoseconds being replaced by one of
"Ohghod! The right of of 'free press'
strikes again."
Shortly after the original happening at
Kent I. along with many others,
participated in the candlelight march.
The following year I was out in front of
the courthouse with a bunch of other
people watching another bunch of people
watch me.
THE THOUGHT of war and fighting
and all the killing that happens daily is as
repugnant to me as it most probably is to
most of you.
Unfortunately, your front page of May
4 was equally repugnant because of the
things it conjures up in the mmd'No'Nol
the memory of the Kent incident-that

was repugnant in another way-but rather
of the violence that followed it.
It could be read almost as a call to
action of additional violence-which thus
far has accomplished virtually nothing.
(Yes. yes. I know that the U.S. troops are
being steadily withdrawn but all that
that means is that now Vietnamese are
killing other Vietnamese instead of
Americans. All that we've changed is the
national origin of the guys that are
getting shot at and is that the end result
of the marching and shouting and all???)
I MUST admit, though, that I liked the
picture in the way that it was inserted in
the outline of the memorial ..that was
class! It was too bad that, at least in my
sense of priorities, it most definitely was
not responsible journalism!
I hope that it rains for the rest of the
dav. .
W.G. Williams

602 South Main

protest by mail
It seems the revolution has been
cancelled today (May 4) because of rain
People who swell the ranks of the
morally outraged during the fair weather
have decided that their commitment to
end the war ends at wet feet.
The residents of Prout Hall, however,
are sponsoring an anti-war workshop
including a letter writing campaign.
We sincerely hope that eight cents is
not too dear a price for human lives-be
they American or Vietnamese-we urge
each and everyone of the Bowling Green
community to write:

Honorable Delbert Latta MC

Ohio 5th District
Ohio House Office Building
Washington.DC 20202
and urge him to vote to end the bombing,
and to pull all land, sea and air forces out
of Vietnam now.
Cliff Hartman
Micnael P McGulnness
BillLeber
LindiSeeger
Barry Foster
Bonnie Knipp
Bruce Cook
J Carpenter
Mark Berman
Kim Kock
Rick Brigham
N ick VanDerhorst
Steve Fung
John Certer Prout Hall

no simple solution
■ i

I look on the campus of Bowling Green
and I see a throng of people shouting to
"End the War". "Peace Now", and "Get
Nixon out of the White House"'
And the crowds clap and yell back
"Right On!" for they (the crowds) feel
their say relevant.
We strike classes in the name of Kent,
and then play frisbee. We yell to stop
the fighting in Vietnam, and then fight
among ourselves. We want ROTC off
campus, but don't know why. (Do our
leaden?)
WE GET involved but only so long as

it benefits our own needs. (And doesn't
inconvenience us.) Let's twist Hollis
Moore's arm behind his back to make
him say what we want to hear-can'l we
say it ourselves?
Only a fool thinks there is a simple
answer to a complicated situation.
Instead of remembering Kent, Jackson
State, Bangladesh, etc.. for these two
days, what prevents us from
remembering them year-round and
taking measures against their cause?
Douglas Bahniuk
323 Prout Hall

f
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Mexican-Americans hear talk
By Dean if Seeds

kvM**Mnr

Workshop
- speaker

Ruuell Kelm, an attorney for ABIE, spoke on consumer affair*
to a group of Moxkan-Amerkant at a workshop hold on
campus last Saturday morning.

I'm- does a MexicanAmerican defend his
consumer rights'1
Attorney Russell Kelm of
the Advocates for Basic
Legal Equality (ABLEI said
Saturday his organization
includes eight full-lime
lawyers willing to defend
qualified persons free of
charge for court cases
dealing with law reform.
Kelm. who specializes in
consumer affairs, spoke to
about 80 Mexican-Americans
at a Saturday morning
workshop sponsored by the
Kspano Leadership Program
here.
KELM described the civil

U.S. Air Force builds
Thailand troop strength
By Peter O'Loughlyn
Associated Press Writer
BANGKOK APi
The
U.S. Air Force has built up
its forces in Thailand in the
last few weeks under a
mantle of secrecy tli.it has
covered air operations belt
since l%4
The withdrawal program

BahVllah
talk slafed
for tonight
Joy Earl. Ann Arbor.
Michigan, will speak tonight
on Baha'u Hah-the Return
of Christ' at T :I0 in 115
Education Hide
Ms Earl has served on the
National Spiritual Assembly
of the Baha'is ot Korea, and
has served on manv far
eastern Baha'i committees
She has taught in liaha i
schools in this country and
abroad
Tonight's meeting will be
the first of three sponsored
this week by the Baha'i Club
at the University

whuh saw (J S
troop
strength drop by 15.800
between July 1970 and Mav
1971 to a level of 32.200 has
been reversed
Informed sources said
2.000 airmen have arrived
secretly in Thailand in the
last month to handle a new
buildup of combat aircraft
Another 3.000 men are due in
the near future
Some are being flown in at
night to avoid observation,
informants s.ml

TAKHL1 AIR Base. 100
miles north of Bangkok,
built at a cost ol $18 million
by the IS government and
• loted in IH71 as part of the
withdrawal program, has
been reactivated
Some 200 American
airmen are engaged in
bringing the big base back to
operational status for lite !>v
Fi Phantom
fighterbombers
The
squadrons
ol
warplanes
including
Phantoms and B52s have
been ordered to Thailand
since the North Vietnamese
offensive in South Vietnam
began March 30.
Fighter-bombers from

Thai bases once more are
rolling down "Route
Package One," the Mr
Force code name for the
heavily defended Red Hnei
Valley in North Vietnam
Besides Takhli
I S
airmen in Thailand are
stationed at Udorn. Ubon.
Nakorn Phanom and Korat.
all in the northeast, and at
I tapao !HI miles south of
Bangkok Types of aircraft
range from the eight-jet
Hfi2s to helicopters and
small observation planes
In the current Itepped-Up
air campaign Thai-based
planes are flying round theclock missions
The B52s have bombed
deep into North Vietnam Inline lust time in the war
Rescue helicopters are again
making pickups of downed
American fliers lar into
North Vietnamese territory
The present buildup has
been done quietly What fewannouncements there have
been have come from
Washington, in keeping with
the longstanding tow-profile
policy
covering
I S
activities in Thailand
Less than a week ago. the
U S mission in Bangkok

claimed there were no plans
to reactivate Takhli.
Newsmen are not allowed
to visit any of the air bases
in Thailand Pilots and Gls
have strict instructions not
to-talk to them.
Although the bases were
built by the United States,
they remain the property of
the royal Thai air force.
Under an agreement, the
terms of which have never
been made public

and criminal divisions of the
Ohio legal system, outlining
steps in the legal process as
it advances from arrest or
summons to execution or
carrying out a judgment
In their efforts to collect
unpaid loans, some creditors
involved in a civil suit are
able to bypass the summons,
complaint, answer, trial and
judgment steps of the
process by using a cognovit
note in their loan contracts.
Kelm caid
A cognovit note is a
warrant of attorney to
confess judgment, meaning
the note is essentially a
"guilty" plea and permits
all steps in a legal process to
be bypassed up to execution
' You sign a cognovit note
about every time you sign a
loan contract.'' Kelm said.
Ohio. Pennsylvania and
Illinois are the only states in
which cognovit notes are
legal, he said
"OHIO IS the only one that
has unlimited use of the
notes.'' Kelm added. Pe
cited a recent case in
Pennsylvania
where
cognovit
notes
were
declared illegal if they
involved persons with less
than a .10.000 annual income
I'owever. he said a similar
case in Ohio has been
declared legal.
i'e said with Ohio's
unlimited use of the notes,
creditors can automatically
apply
attackment or
garnishment actions to the
borrower's property or
income in order to collect a
loan
Attachment and garnish-

Youthgrant forms

ment are two common forms
of execution in a civil case.
Kelm said. Attachment
involves collecting the
unpaid loan from the
borrower's bank account,
although personal property
may also suffice as payment
for the loan, he said
Garnishment,
a
less
common alternative, is a
process
in which
an
employer, under direction of
the creditor, deducts a
certain percentage of the
borrower's total wages as
payment for the loan. Kelm
said.
"Garnishment is not
illegal in Ohio, but it is
illegal
in
the more
progressive states,'' he said
HE CLAIMED that many
Ohio laws give creditors
unfair advantages. But he
pointed out that Ohio

Pe said ABLE was
involved in the recent
decision
requiring the
Columbia Gas Co of Ohio in
Toledo to give adequate
notice and hearing to
customers before shutting
off their gas supply

Pouse Bill 103 will go into
effect July 14 It makes
illegal such acts as selling a
product claimed to be new
but in reality has been used.
or replacing a piece of
equipment that does not
really need to be replaced
Kelm said consumer bills
are hard to pass in Ohio
because of lobbyists Even
Pouse Bill 103 was amended
by a bank lobby which Kelm
claimed sent five legislators
on a paid vacation to Pawaii
while it drew up a list of
clauses to be stricken from
or added to the bill
"We i ABLE I have more
luck getting bills passed
through city councils than
through
the
Ohio
legislature.'' Kelm said
Because of this, he said

KELM'S appearance was
sponsored by the Espano
Leadership
Program
Originally
called
the
Mexican-Leadership Training
Program.
the
organization
now holds
weekly meetings open to all
Spanish-speaking persons
The program is sponsored
by Continuing Education,
under the direction of
Guillermo i Bill I Vorhauer.
special assistant for
minority affairs

Subject: student wants

Food survey readied
off-campus students, it is not yet known how
the survey will be distributed
The questionnaire asks students what they
think of the food service they are receiving
now. and what can be done to make it better.

The Food Service Evaluation Committee
plans to distribute its survey on food
consumption to students who eat in the
University dining halls by next Monday
"We hope to have it distributed Monday of
the eighth week of classes or by Thursday at
the latest." said Fred Johnson, committee
member, who designed the survey questions
The committee hopes to have the survey
collected by Monday of the ninth week so
some action can be taken in response to
student desires. Johnson said

in other action. Karol Schwinnen.
committee chairman, told members there is
a proposal in Congress to raise the minimum
wage to $2.00 for part-time workers in food
services.
This means students, who are classified as
part-time workers, would receive a 40-cent
pay increase per hour.
Powever, if a pay raise takes place,
students eating in the dining halls would have .
to pay for the increased labor costs

The committee plans to send the survey to
the residence halls and have resident
advisors distribute it to the students
Although the committee plans to survey

deadline May 22

1

CENTRE DRUG SPECIAL

lIP

Students are reminded that applications for Youthgrants in
the l.'umanities for projects proposed to begin September I
are due May 22.
The program, underwritten by the National Endowment
for the Pumanities. offers young people an opportunity to
explore their own interests in the humanities and to enlarge
their educational and social experience, according to a
brochure released by the foundation
A pamphlet describing the program will be available in
405 Student Services Building later in the week Information
and applications can also be obtained by writing Youthgrants
in the Pumanities. National Endowment for the Pumanities.
Washington. D.C. 20506

Reg

Breck Shampoo

NOW ONLY

$1.69

99c

RP ARRID Ex. Dry Lt. Pwd. $1.79

$1.09

fir Skinny Dip

$2.25

$1.35

$1.49

88c

$5.95

$3.59

f#^J

Lemon Spray 2 oz. Cologne

gL GILLETE Rt. Guard
HP Ft. Pwd.
6oz
Clairol Frost rvTip

Metamorphosis —
'Custom Leather Shop

•Beits

ABLE prefers to work
through the courts to reform
laws.

legislators recently passed
their first consumer
protection bill.

The Corner of N. MAIN and E. WOOSTER

"Where Your

'Hats
• Sandals
ideas are
& Sandal Repair
put to
• Buckles
• Etc.
leather
SAME PLACE, HOURS AND QUALITY AS
METAMORPHOSIS
■91

FINAL SHOWS T0NITE 7:15, 9:15
Oulhr Pcu/lbly
the MQ/T UNUAJAL HIM of rKeYlARI
A refreshingly
different love story.''
W*/f«r f Orthwun
Si Louis Glob* Otmocrsi

POSTER" OF ONE OF THE

COLOR IN THIS "MINI-

Special Tonight
Oily
Stadeat Rate

PRESIDENTIAL
1. Buj i bunch ol Flair pens. You need
gray, black, or.inqo, purple, yellow and
blue. (You need them.my way for school.)
2. Now—color HI the picture according to
these color guide numbers. (10). Gray (1),
Black (6). Orange (9) Purple (7). Yellow
(3). Blue. Please do not color unnumbered
areas.

$1.40
witklD's

3BU0BH

THEATRE

■

CANDIDATES!
F

3. Congralulationsl You have created a
|-T genuine full color portrait of someone
/ you know and love. Maybe. If he or she
is not your favorite presidential candidate, have patience. You'll see your favorite soon in the Flair Election Collection!
(Don't forget to ask about Flair's running
mate, the Flair Hoi Liner.)
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Major, minor possible

Women's studies offered
By Jedy Cooper
Although two years ago
there were only 17 women s
studies courses in American
colleges and universities,
today there are about 600
such courses
This University now otters
several courses concerning
women's
roles
and
additional classes
are
scheduled or projected lor
next year
"A number of people have
a growing concern in the
area ot women's studies."
said
Carlene
Bagnall
HI.im h.ml
assistant
professor of Knglish.
There are gaps in our
knowledge about women.
Ms III.iin h.inl said "This is
a verv controversial area "
Ms Blanchard recently

sent out a questionnaire to
all women faculty members
tit determine the progress of
women's studies classes
"Early in the fall inext
year), concerned people,
both male and female, will
be meeting to find a home
for the existing women's
programs." Ms Blanchard
said.
She said they will discuss
offering women's studies as
a major and a minor and
ways to coordinate the
program.
Four women's courses are
being taught this quarter in
Kxperimental
Studies,
sociology and Knglish
Sociology for Women, a
sociology
seminar
for

WBGU program

'.•- to feature aide

FREE

Herbert Klein, director of
White 1,'ouse
Communications for President
Nixon, will be the guest on
I this week's Free Fire Zone.
1 Wednesday at II p.m on
IWBGU-TV.
I'e will be available for
live telephone questions
from members of the
Bowling (irecn community
Telephone number is 3722826

undergraduates, is a study of
changes in the roles and
status of women
The English department
offers a course which studies
masculine and
feminine
roles in selections of world
literature
The Experimental Studies
program
offers
two
women's courses Women
and the Arts deals with
female stereotypes and
cultural images of women in
art and literature Women's
Liberation: 1845-Present, is
a study of the history, issues,
goals and tactics of the
women's movement.
Three new courses for
next year will also be
offered An Knglish course.
Seminar in American
Studies, will deal with
women writers and women's
problems
Experimental Studies has
also scheduled
another
course on the women's
liberation movement.
A graduate course will be
offered involving attitudes
toward women, men and sex
in literature and society.
Contemporary American
Women Writers will be
offered by the English
department during the
second session of summer
quarter
Five other courses
concerning women are
projected for next year,
including classes in poetry,
fiction, theater, political

science and child and family
development.
Ms. Blanchard said there
is a need for courses
involving women in law and
women in business.
Despite the increase in
women's studies throughout
the country, most colleges
have not yet established
separate departments for
them.
Individual
departments such as
psychology,
sociology,
political science, economics
and home economics are the
major areas dealing with
women's studies programs.
Most colleges seem to be
reluctant to organize a
separate
women's
department as a major.
While some colleges are too
conservative, others are
supposedly optimistic that
there may not be a need for
individual
women's
programs in the future.

peR8i

OFFICER GUARD
I OK Y.llowGold 5 00
10K Whit* Gold 600
OFFICER DANGLE

NASA
rep

By Edwin Q. White
Associated Press Writer
SAIGON (AP) - American
planes carried the war to the
Hanoi area again Monday,
striking at targets the U.S.
Command said "are helping
to support the Communist
invasion" of South Vietnam.

Not long ago everybody wot, or to it teerm. Time*
change. Ana to do many tales careert, for example. We
find thit it true to an extent in our but.net.. Becaute,
typically, the perton we hire already hat tome telling
experience in another line of work. Chances are, too,
he wat successful But now, greener pastures beckon.
What do we offer tuch a perton? Expert supervision and
training when he starts and above-average earnings
at he progrettet. An annual income high in the fivefigure brocket it not uncommon for services rendered
in our business: detigning financial plant for individuals
and butinettet. Think about it. And then if you're interetfed in talking about it, call Bill Coulacot at 2447638 in Toledo.

THE U.S. strikes were the
first within the reaches of
the North Vietnamese
capital since April 16 and the
second of the 40-day-old
North Vietnamese offensive
According to Radio I'anoi.
the strikes around Hanoi
followed heavy air strikes
over other widelv scattered

16 oi returnable
bottle

k^ And when *J
you finish
drinking it — |
you get a
nickel back!

IBIG DEALlI

Come in end lee our complete line
ol Fr.lermty — Sorority Jewelry

DILL
JEWELERS
129 S. Main
r/«3 »■"■ AMUtlCAH iJM jocur

$500/pr. month

'OfymMrtfa (ffltom

13 Rotuin
tho
ootpty
boltle to youi livonte
storo, ono got be

-I isanello s
W[ DO A BITTER JOB!

Fleurette

Catch a sparkle
from the morning sun.
Hold the magic
ot a sodden breeze.

Keep those moments
alive
They're yours for a
lifetime
with a diamond
engagement ring from

Orange Blossom

The political science department is initiating a new
program fall quarter allowing students to design their own
courses.
According to Terry Jones, political science instructor,
students may submit questions they would like answered in a
political science class and then if an instructor is available
and enough interest is generated the course will be taught
under Political Science 490 i special problems l.
Interested students should fill out cards with their
questions and put them on the bulletin board on the second
floor of Williams Kail
Jones said the program is an alternative to the present
professor-course evaluation
A meeting has been set for Monday. May 15, for students
and faculty interested in talking over their ideas about the
program.

1 bedroom - furnished
$1500*

Men and Women

2 bedroom • furnished
2 man $1750
3 man $1850
4 man $1950

Cleveland,
Toledo, Columbus,
Akron, Canton

Get your Greenview T Shirts
while they last!
Special Summet rates now in
effect
Call 352-1195

GREENVIEW
APARTMENTS

Here's all you have

11. Buy I piui lion Pis
••silo's II ptpsi with aI
10" oi 12" - 2 withal
14- oi in
12 Ask lot the fie* popsi |
wkon you coll
Hort MO o low numbers
352 5168, 3S2-&167 |
352 5169, 352 Bl 60 j

BEFORE THE 1968
bombing halt by President
Lyndon B Johnson, one body
oi military thought in South
Vietnam favored bombing ol
dikes to cause Hooding that
could disrupt the movement
of war material
No major new ground

SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS!

presents

to do:

action was reported Monday
on the scattered fronts in
South Vietnam. But enemy
pressure remained high and
renewed
attacks
were
expected in the central
highlands and on the old

Then come out to Greenview
Apartments, Lease a 1 or 2 bedroom apartment on a 3 quarter
lease at

Summer Work

Stonegate
Company
Summer placement program will be interviewing on Thursday,
May 11 at the Holiday Inn across from
campus. Interviews will
be at 10, 12, 2 and 4.
These interviews will
last 30 minutes. Car
or access to one is
necessary.

214 Napoleon Rd.
Love Thy Neighbor

capital of Hue.
A US
headquarters
announcement said planes
flying from 7th Fleet
carriers carried out the
strikes against targets about
15 miles west of Hanoi

areas of North Vietnam on
Sunday, including an attack
on irrigation dikes at Nam
Dinh, a city in the Red River
Delta about SO miles
southeast of the capital The
broadcast made no mention
of the damage In the dikes,
but said the strikes were
deliberate
The U.S.
Command in Saigon said
dikes were not on the planes'
target lists

Bargain Hunting?

CHARM
Slotting Silver
4.SO
10K Yi-llow Gold 8 00

Methods of Fabrication."

Three Soviet-built MIG
fighters were reported shot
down in aerial duels with
U.S. aircraft, and all the
American planes were said
to have returned safely.
A Kadio Hanoi broadcast
claimed
two American
planes were shot down
Monday "west of Hanoi."
but did not pinpoint how near
the capital

10K Yellow Gold
10K While Gold

OFFICER

Floyd Gorrett, represenlotive from tho NASA lowh>
Research Center in
Cleveland, tpoko Friday in South Hall on "Now Space Ago Materials and Thow

U.S. planes strike near Hanoi

NOW HIRING

r

CAST W ;A DIES HSFn

Office open 12 to 8 daily

Political science
'design-a-course'

/METAMORPHOSIS

fHAS MOVED AND IS NOW
OPEN AT 146 N. MAIN
— One week special —
King and Queen size, Ward A.

Water beds... »niy $19.95

— We also have

Indian Block Print Bedspreads
Handmade Muslin Clothes
Old Fashioned Candy Counter
Lots Of New Comics. T-Shirts
Tapestries. Jewelry, Pottery
-Caswell-Massey Organic Body Stuff
Smoking Devices & Accessories
Candles, Incense, Oils
Fresh Flowers & House Plants tit
Custom Leather Shop

I

146 N. MAIN 352-0173

EUROPE $209
OPEN BAR AND MEALS

ROUND TRIP JET

BOWLING GREEN FLIGHT SCHEDULE
Carrier
TV
CAl
IWD
LWD

Fit. No.
671
511
673
681

Route

Cost

Dotes

Columbus-Aim-Lon-Col
Detroit - London - Oelroif
Cleveland - Ion - Aim - Cleve
Columbus - Ion - Ams - Col

6/13-8/4
6/17-9/3
7/23-9/19
8/4-9/5

$196
$216
$196
$206

Admin. Chg.

TOTAL

$13
$13
$13
$13

TRAVEL SERVICES AVAILABLE:
»
.
•
.

Slud.nli Inter national'I 40-Page European Trip Guide ( Frew)
Car and Mototcycle Rental Leasing, and Purchase
Travelers' Insurance: Air Fare, Medical Baggage
Travel Library, language Books and Map. for Use or Purchase
For information and
reservations contact:

372-2343
UNION ACTIVITIES OFFICE
UNIVERSITY UNION

• Posspor I Applications and Vaccination Certificate Forms
• Intra-European Charter Flights and Transportation Schedules
. Eurail Bntrail Posses.. .Hostel, Hotel Bookings

Adminutrative •% Travel Services By:

WORLD WIDE CHARTER —
STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL
I AMERICAN EXPRESS)
121 Church Street
FOREIGN REMITTANCE SERVICE ffl Ann Arbor. Michigan 48104
To rocorvo monoy abroad
qukhly and ■ggfcf. u—

AMEX and Students International have treated an EMERGENCY MONEY ABROAD KIT
to help with your travels. It's tree.. .please write us.
IK ml ennr a fnta tUn sf rm fen/ atone/ tut $ApM r» reneest «r escrows osoteriof mm 1-H
iirWswwssosB, u ft CAI imilto—i
Of— —If It /etWty tUll lIMlMrl S mm*** Itmimt e/ r*u tumnitf.

Th» MNm, TMU^, May », It7]/rm 3

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

CHERRY
HILL
VILLAGE
IS NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
AND BOASTS INCOMPARABLE FEATURES;
One and One Half Baths

• Central Heating and Airconditioning

Wall to Wall Carpeting

• Electric Range & Oven

Refrigerator/Freezer, Disposal

Patio Gas Grills

FANTASTIC PARTY HOUSE

INDOOR SWIMMING D00L

Rental Agent - Suite 67
741 HIGH St.
352-6248

Furnished Two Bedroom Suites
as low as $57.50/month with 4 occupants
Special Lease Terms Available

BATES & SPRINGER, INC.
Managers

■ ■

Pa*. » Th. M Newa. Tuaaatay. May 9, 1*72

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Art show opens Mon.
jbe 21st Annual Student
Art Exhibition, sponsored by
the Alumni Association, will
open Monday. May 14 at 1
p.m. in the gallery of the
Fine Arts Bldft
"Twelve categories of
undergraduate
work,
totaling 524 pieces, will be on
display until May 30

— Auction at the
Phi MU HouseMay 9, 8:00P.M.
— Everyone —
Bring items to be auctioned
off, proceeds to go to

Phi Mu - Panhel HOPE
MARATOW- CHARITY DRIVE

Kngstram and Dinsmore.
the art faculty here screened
1.610 projects entered by
undergraduate students both
here and at the Firelands
campus.
Kngstram, who has Deen
judging art work for the last
20 years, said he considers
both technique and form
while judging I'e said he
also notes how the artist
made use of his materials
and the workmanship
I look lor the expression
of the artist's self and how
well he relates his
experience." said Dinsmore,
who has judged art work
here before He said he also
looks for originality,
freshness and authority.
Dinsmore said student
work tends to be very
creative, honest and not
stereotyped
Student
creations aren't dependent
on what is normally
considered acceptable, he
said.
ACCORDING to Charles
l.akofsky. chairman of the

Sound Associates
— Sound Special —

13

Id

II
1
S
8
12

ACROSS
Obatecle.
Roam almleaely.
Score in • un<.
Egyptian god.

48 Pompey'i enemy.
49 Trouble.
SO Prominent
CUIMM family.
S2 Teaching.

14
IS
20
23
25

Aeheeon.
Solk.
Baate.
Pixie, and niile*.
Where

14 Bird.

56 Star.

Xanthippe

15 Kind of whale:
Lai.
16
-garde.
17 Student 'a
concern:
2 wordi.
19 Seaport of
Kenya.
21 Scribbllnga
of a kind.
22 Portenta.
24 Liquor.
25 Scottith taint.
28 Large helping of
food.

60 In a riiky iiluatlon: 3 wordi.
62 Cm off, •■ a
final vowel.
63 Hoai.
64 Narrow valley.
65 Arab country.
66 Khayyam.
6' witneii.
68 County __
DOWN
1 Counterfeit.
2 De— (anew):
Lat.
3 Saroyan

42
45

ihopped.
Actor Lloyd.
Atlired: Poet.
Valenciennea.
a fiddle:
2 worda.
Utjr In PI.T.
Weaker.
i nmedian
Wilaon.
Extend.
Friend of
Liringatone.
Plant.
Feaate royally.
Fifty-three: Rom
Bird aound.
Frank.
Matador'a victim.

26
27
29
30
31
32
M
38
39

13 Pollen-bearing
alalkt.

59 Forwarded.
61 Letter.

Full
Course
Dinner
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412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIAL DAILY

A CROAK.. A SCREAM

Tuesday. Mav 9 l**72

Thi' Mythopoeic Society will meet jt 7 30 pm in ihe
•University Lutheran Chapel Out ol the Silent Planet, bv
•IPS Lewis will bediarussed

WFAL
YUUR CAMPUS RADIO STATION. WFAL IS SEEKING MAN
AGEMENT LEVEL PERSONNEL FOR THE NEXT ACA0EMIC
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZ1F

NBIE

l

A

Chrissv
Marilyn
proud

Camlv
Denisc
Bao> owl* nt

i ""line this week' l.asalle |
Final College Night ol the
year' Watch tor detail-.'
Shop lor
the LOWEST
Ketiird It Tj(H' pin tt ,ii
Kimiei 1 Rtcordt andTaptM

Middle Out Y.uiih presents AUTOMATED \IK WAR
slide stiii" 3pm Pink Dogwood 7pm. t00 Moselev Pall

Phi \iu Pop*- Maraiaoa a
coming' May 12 7 M-12 Oil
pm in the Mid Am Room
PDPK tost'*- .nu Uwff

The Sailing club will meet nMOvemun I'allal? 30pm

Dabble ami
lUCll in (he

POSITIONS

STATION MANAGER
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
NEWS DIRECTOR
SALES MANAGER
APPLICATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE IN ROOM 413 OF

FROGSl RAY MILLAND SAM ELLIOTT

1 0 1

T « I

X H s.
ft G 0

COLOR b. mo. ..lob
'•leottd by omfrto" mt#f(VOlao*voi p-evrajiMB

STARTS
WEDNESDAY
Bond is Back and Better than ever

Sean Conneiy

at 11:45

Woody Allen's "bananas

(.«»d
IUISI

CUSTOM
W EDDI NU
RINGS
b\
PPIl.lP
MORTON
The working
('and trait Center
IIS

(omeat)U 9W
There will be a poetrv reading bv IVIM Nye and Dennis
Mi Mu kens loniKhl in the Commuter Center at 8 15 pm

FOR SALE OR RENT
Two

THESE POSITIONS IS 5 00 P M . THURSDAY. MAY 18, 1972

with bubble shieliK t SM l
$15 I SoUgW *"" nini tt I
telepholo lens with Nikon
Mount $90 Call between

PETTTS
ALPENHORN ROOM
SPECIALS
V2 Spaghetti - V2 Lasagna
w moat sauce. Italian Salud.
Bread & Butler

^ - - ,.
> <pl. 50

• Meatball

Knvmtnnienl 213 text last
seen 105 Panna 5 5 72. call

HI

m

Lost- Tobacco pipe in Union
Large, brown, gold band on
stem,
great
sentimental
value$5
reward
D
Vickers- Rm §. Williams.
352-7947

0nl

Lost blue jean jacket ai
Chuck
Berry
concert
Contact Joe it 2-3891

Sandwiches
• Slacked Corned Beel

SERVICES OFFERF.D

• Stacked Ham
• Stacked Roast Beef
on a bun or Italian bread
only

$1.00

The Alpine Trio -

at 9:30
Rated
PG
Paiental
Guidance
Suggested

Miss

SOUTH HAIL THE DEADLINE FOR APPLYING FOR ONE OF

• Italian Salami

'JANfli
FLEMINGS
MINGS
••■■»-

ROOM

Music for Listening & Dancing
Alprnhnrn Km
11-11 Mot). S;it
I

«_-

Eipertenced typist theses,
term papers, manuscripts
353-2573
PELPWANTED

Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30

Dining Km
11 -III Mon,Sat.
US Sun

The
BG
News needs
experienced salesmen- pick
up your application todav1061' Pall
Wanted- Entertainers solo
and duet
For interview
contact Anlhonv Kaulman.
353-3251 after 1pm
PKLP
NEEDED
experience
Call
Connollv 352-9300

NO
Mr

Summer students
skilled
carpenters to convert barn
to apartments- 353-1192*

U.A.O. SIDE DOOR

Need a summer job'1 Grill
and counter work
Mary
Jane
Thurston
Manna
Grand Rapids. O Apply in
person. ask lor J R

ROBIN WILLIAMS

Domino s set SEE OUR AD
IN TODAYS PAPER FOR
FREE COKE SPECIAL'
Pike Lillle Sisters-You re
one up on us! The Brothers

8:00-11:00
CARNATION ROOM— ONLY 25c

Congratulations Prei Roo
on being tapped into the
Anteans The Brothers ol
PiKA
Mama Mia Goo Phoo Boos
atsa good spaghetti Thanks.
ike Pikes

motorcycle

helmets

Pot 1 log You requite a guv
but the Hruins are going to
lake
it'
Love
YOUR
MEATBALL

5 00 and H 00 pm wcckdavi

New Jelhro Tull LP Thick
as a Brick - S3 87 Now m
slock- Finder s Records and
Tapes
Lowest prices in
town

t*« Chann R T I'emi manv
eitras 352 4335 Larry

Now rentinK lor Summer
Quarter
$1S0
a
month
everything included except
electricity
•referred
Properties 1M 9578
4 man Summer
otlei MMttl

\p\

I bedim apt air [MNII
free June 1m- tWHM!

Besi

nil

liiihliins Gallery
l bedrm
Bptl
12
mth
leas.furnished
IIS9 W
llH
unlurnished I bedrm apis y
or 12 stari at 1*5 each 835
Fourth Si 152 002*1

;152 TSIti

2-bedrm
turn
air cond
available
lor
summer
1130 mo SM-0717 :t52 7«60
Need 1 man lor 2-man I
bdrmapt (all 352 4335 l.arry
11 dent
apartment
Hi'sponsible
Mianageineni
35;i9»>3 352 1972
M

Preferred Properties Rental
Office has moved toThe4Di
Club at ihe corner of Tih \
Pigh For rental info call
lot S3 TIM

Bar lor sale* CMIMMIM
Apt for summer BCTOBI (rum
Rodgers \
rooms (or

nmmerlifall Ph 352-4045

Room lor men summer
tall 3blks from I'niversiiv
kitchen,
recreation
rm
private entrance call .153
1705
LaoAaM a Greanvmi Apt is
only hall ol the lun- the other
half is living in«Hie 352 1195
Itnlcf Manor Apt Bowling
tireen s most convenient
apts 2bdrm summer leases
onlv $140 prr mo including
■lUillltkea ;i52o;i: :i52 7660
Bowling
(Ireen s only
exclusive recreation room
Pealed
Indoor
Pool-lias
Fireplace Party
Room
w kitchen facilities and bar
Outside Courtyard w patios
and gas grills Dance Area
Locker Rooms
all
this
offered
by
Preferred
Properties Ph 352 9378 or
3527324
Summer
ApartmentSummer
Reducisd RattS
353 9863 352-1972
Needed I & 2 students to
OCCVp) Campw Manor Apis
with other sludenls BG I
finest
2
mm
walking
distance from Adm Bldg 20
various business at vour
frontdoor Ph 352-9302 352
7365 352 4045
2 bdr apt to sublease lor
Sum Oreenview June rent
paid Air cond 352-7947

Por Sale M Grand Pm 352

Sublease Grecnvww Apt 2-

7.187

man June free 352-6180

Coming this week' Lasalle s
Final College Night of the
year' Watch for details'

68 Datsun 2000 j speed
convert excellent cond 352
5771

Need I M to share 4 M apt
summer or (all 353-4233

Apt
to sublet
$45 mon 352 7333

What is the Pope Marathon '
A six hour talent show
featuring local & campus
performers Donations are
accepted and proceeds go to
the Pospital Ship- I'SS Pope
Come4ft have a good lime'

66 TR4 Triumph Etc cond
353-6751

Furn house June or Sept
PP 3520661

Fum apt
352 7056

For lease or sub-lease, lun in
the sun. summer or tall, call
Greenview Apt
352 1195
Serious,
but
swinging
management

Two girls needed 10 sublet
summer apt
June free
CPEAP Free air cond £
pool 352-0951

PADDY
Ml'RPPY
PAS
ARRIVED'' Paddy arrived
today at Toledo's Tequila
Airport Pe and his Polish
Kodiak bear, which is the
only living animal which can
drink with him. rolled oil ihe
plane dead drunk Pe awoke
minutes later saving
Let s
Drink'
2 genuinely
sincere &
biologically
sound male
graduates
seek female
counterparts
lor
summertime
adventures
Shared expenses travel in
VW \an Let us know where
your head is at & where you
want it to go PO Box 121.
B G Ohio
Phi Psi's can really polka'
The ADPi'i had a ianlasttc
timeatthetea Thanx'

PERSONALS

Tonight Thru Sat.

I'h 354*185

contetl your DZSulrn
There will be .1 tneeiing lor the I'hi Mu -Panhel Pope
M.ti at turn |1 8 pm at the Phi Mu Pouse Bring items to be
auctioned In Ihe house at 7 30pm Open lo the public
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thru Sal.
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Forever
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57

62

by Brant parkar and Johnny hart

CAMPUS CALENDAR

SUPPOSE NATURE GAVE A WAR AND
EVERYONE CAME...

ill si JOHN
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MAIN & COURT STREETS

Diamonds
Are forever

sa

10

M

'Your Satisfaction On Pnct and Quality Guaranteed
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Family

&

Open Tues.
7:30-8,

How $220.

Great Reductions on Koss Head Phones
Specials Available on Harmon Kardon Receivers
Come In And Check Our Prices
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53 E plurlbua
54 "— Lovely Day
Today.": 2
worda.

1

43

SO

6 Eager.
7 Adom.
8 Huabanda, old
atyle.

44 Veatige.
46 Grm.bok.

42

a

I ■"

J"

49

36 Diminntive
auffii.
37 Tlea the knot.
40 Tiny
.

JJ r.ayiiiian river.
n Cll
.1.....
JI .-mci aaaawi
58 Thought.

■

46

47
48
51
52

' nuaaian rny.
in
l_.
in HI.
man puim.
11 Maiden.
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33

41

character.
4 Caliber of a
firearm: 2 worda.
5 Political initial..
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l

'

17
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33 Bridge expert.
34 Campua group.
35 Clrl in a SpanUh
aong.

41 foolhardy.
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44
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or
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Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops

One Week Only

Rtg $320

'

— FEATURING —

A Pair of ADC
303 AX Quality
Speakers
Rtg $220 Now $165.
Also

art
talent
awards
committee, an anonymous
faculty committee also
judged the undergraduate
work
Students
will
be
recommended
to the
University's
Student
Financial Aids Office for
special talent awards in art.
The financial aids office
will give 13 awards of $250
each applicable to general
and instructional fees. Nine
awards will go to students
enrolled in the School of Art.
one will be awarded to an
incoming freshman through
the National Scholastic
Award Competition, and
three will be granted to
other incoming freshmen as
special talent awards.
The winners will be
announced on May 14.
On opening day the exhibit
will close at 5 p.m. During
the remainder of the display
period, the exhibit will be
open from noon to 5 p.m. on
weekdays and from 2 to 5
pin Saturday and Sunday.
The exhibit will close at 4
I' in on May 30.

3

12

Copr 72 Gen 1 Feature. Cotp

Robert
Kngstram
professor of jewelry at
Western
Michigan
University and K
R
Dinsmore. chairman of the
art department at Central
State University
in
Wilberforce, came to the
University to judge the
student work
PRIOR TO judging by

2

i

524 works on display

Gayle- I love mv ' new
lav alier' The hike was worth
it Lt Pal
Arnie
Alpha
Year

Congrats on being
Chi
Manolthc
and mine
Love.

Patty
SAE Pledges- We had a nice
night in our nights Thanks
for a great tea Chi O
Pledges
Chi O's win again' Congrats
on a fob well done Kaihv

1970 VW AMFm radio
Warrantv
remaining 3546423 4-7 pm
70 Cuda 3 spd 6 cvl 24 000
Bronze blk ml 3721904
71 Satellite Scoring
P B aulo 353 967S
69 \ W bug ex<
686 4941 alter 6

PS

Kll apts tor grad students
who need privacy A, quiet
Near
campus
June
occupancv
For
summer
Only or I IT $95 ph 353-8085

cond Call

1971 YV.
Faslhack
luel
inject . 4 on the floor, exc
cond $1995 Call 352 5315
1969 Olds convert Power
steering &
breaks &
windows 1 owner car Exc
cond $1795 Private partv
Call 352-5315
Gibson KS335 elec guitar £
case
Exc
cond
make
oiler 372-4633 alter 5 pm
Fender Showman amp exr
cood make offer 372 4633
alter 5pm
SCUBA tank backpack two
regulators compass more
$1501 mnp Barb 352*418
For Sale
20 inc
bike
w training
wheels.
convertible lor boy girls. 1
vr old $20 354-5701 alter 5
pm
Fiat 124 Sport Cp . 5-speed
radials. phone 352-6305 eve
Ponda CB 160 for sale Vary
gd cond Call 354 9561
1971 Vcspa 110 cc Exc cond

For Summer June 15th to
Sept
15ih
2
Bedroom
furnished apartments lor
$130 00 per month
Call
Newlove Realty 353-7381
Rooms & apts tor summerrooms (or fall-near campus
Ph 3527365
Prelerred Properties oilers
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center
Now leasing lor
Sept Paven Pouse Manor at
corner ol Mercer & E
Wooster Model open 7 davs
a wk 8-5. 7-11 pm Mon Kri
1-5 711 pm Sat and Sun at
7th & Pigh 41>s Club 352
9378 352-7324 352-7444
Furn apt
I block from
campus June 352-0661
Sludeni Apartments
Quiet Ones 353-9863
1972

The
352-

summer

summer and tall

1 or 2 M to sublet 2-man apt
June 15-Sept 15 $45 mo
each 353-4712
1 or 2 male rims
for
summer Apt 1 block from
campus $45 mo Call Tim
afternoon 372 1608
Prelerred Properties niters
exclusive 4Ds Club and Ret
Center
Now leasing lor
Sepi Paven Pouse Manor al
corner ol Mercer £ E
Wooster Model open 7 days
a wk 8-5 7-11 pm Mon-Fn
1-5 7-11 pm Sat and Sun at
7th & Pigh 41K Club 352
9378 352-7324. 352 7444
CAMPUS MANOR Special
summer rates $150 per mo
behind Burger Chet for the
finest in campus living
Furnished complete FILL
security svslem. PARKING
SHOPS. CLASSROOMS, all
at vour lont door Ph 352
9302 352 7365 352 4045
Km grad needs apl
for
sum or fall Msl be cloie to
campus
Call collect 4482430

Men- rooms- quiet, for sludv
4 rest Ph 353 8241 allerT

F rmte needed sum
Lvnn 354-7431

Mauer 4 Green Apts Now
leasing 3 14 man apis 3
man. $195. 4 man $200 2
bdrm. furn. air cond. wallto-wall carpet
Fall Qtr
leases 352 0717 352 7660

4-man apartment available
for summer June rent free'
$96 00 per person for the
entire summer Call 3520097

etc

TU»How.,Tu.i«o,,»AtjYo, Wtt/H^tt

South compus-o variety of facilities
By Ethel Greea
If you take a walk towards
Clough Street, you 11
probably run into the
University's south campus,
and. if you're like most
students here, you won't
even know what the south
campus is.
The south campus includes
about seven and one-half
acres in the block bordered
by Clough. Troupe, and First
streets and South College
Drive
Most people are familiar
with the Delta Zeta sorority
house on Clough Street and
the WBGU-TV studios on
Troupe.
But how many people are
aware of the Guest Mouse,
the Home Management
Center, the paint shop, the
Popcorn House, the sign
shop or the building housing
both the BG Student Co-op
and the Creative Arts
Program?
THE GUEST House is
used to house official
visitors to the University,
according to Helen Ladd.
social secretary to the
president
Ms. Ladd is responsible
for
maintenance,
supervision and scheduling
for the building, which

stands directly south of the
Delta Zeta house
Although the official title
of the house is "President's
Guest House." President
Hollis A. Moore Jr. has
extended its use to cover
guests from academic areas
and guests of other
administrators.
The house is sometimes
used for small meetings and
social gatherings, but Ms
Ladd said the small living
room and dining area plus
limited kitchen facilities
restrict social activities
RIGHT NEXT door is the
Home Management Center,
an extension of the home
economics department The
house is used as part of the
Home
Management
Residence course, required
of all home economics
majors in the College of
Education
Every month about nine
students move into the
house, which is divided into
the low, medium and high
kitchens.
In the low kitchen,
students are expected to
feed each other for 90 cents
per day per person The
medium kitchen allowance
is $1.30 and the high kitchen
11.75.
Each student is assigned
as a host, hostess, waitress.

assistant cook or cook The
student is rotated to another
kitchen every three days.
According to Debbie Herr.
junior (Ed), who just
completed her residency
requirement, the purpose of
the program is to give
students
practical
experience within different
wage brackets to aid them in
whatever community work
they participate in later
The building was
originally used as a faculty
apartment house, but when
the University encountered
difficulties maintaining the
facility, it was assigned to
the home economics
department. Ms Herr said
Each student receives a
letter grade based on
performance in the house,
organization of parties, and
group and self-appraisal
THE PAINT shop, to the
east of the Guest House, is
used by the maintenance
department as a base for
painting, repairing and
refinishing
campus
buildings
According to E. E.
Rupright. director of
maintenance, about 12 fulltime painters work year
round on the exteriors and
interiors
of
the

approximately 90 buildings
on campus.
Rupright said classrooms
are usually painted during
the summer when a smaller
number of students are on
campus, but halls, public
areas and dormitories are
usually painted during the
regular academic year or
during holidays.
"Painting's on a pretty
tight schedule sc the
inconvenience i to students
and faculty! isn't too long.''
he said
He said the painters are
working more than they used
to because campus facilities
are under heavier usage. He
also said the University is
trying to change the
institutionalized coloring of
the buildings to give them a
more
individualized
appearance
Painters also lay tile
floors, insulate pipes and
tanks and refinish furniture,
he said
THE POPCORN House,
now used by the grounds
department, was once owned
by the Coleman Potato Chip
Co. of Toledo, and was used
by a Napoleon man to store
popcorn.
According to Ronald
Smith.
University
horticulturist, the building is
a base of operations for one
of the University's three
grounds crews, serving as a
headquarters for personnel,
equipment and chemicals.
THE SIGN shop is used by
Parking Services for signs
designating various parking
facilities.
The building is also a
storehouse for Parking
Services supplies, linepainting and line-grinding
machines, street sweepers
and trucks
Robert Ott, supervisor of
Parking Services, said

most signs are painted in the
winter and installed when
the weather clears
THE FIELD Research
Center, including the pond
to the east of the Delta Zeta
House, was formerly part of
the psychology department,
but was turned over to the
biology department for
students to complete field
observation of animals
housed there
A small green house on

First Street houses the Co-op
and the Creative Arts
Program.
According to Lois Forbes,
instructor in music, the
Creative Arts Program
gives children from three to
17 years old an opportunity
to discover the arts.
About 70 pre-schoolers are
in the program, learning
crearive expression through
dance, art and music. Ms.
Forbes said
Art classes and drawing

class for elementary school
children are conducted at
the First Street building on
Saturday mornings Violin
lessons on both miniature
and regular size instruments
are offered two afternoons a
week
Originally started as a
testing ground for students
planning to teach music, the
program now focuses on
providing community
children with a taste of the
arts, Ms. Forbes said.

The largest part of the
Creative Arts Program
consists of group and private
piano lessons, usually given
in private homes or studios
Lessons are also given in
cello and harp, with a small
string orchestra providing
ensemble experience for the
children
Ms Forbes said a theory
class and a music
appreciation class for older
children are also in the
planning stages.

'W
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Home
economics

The Horn* Management Center, located oH Troupe Street,
offers
home
economics majors an opportunity to gain practical experience in their specif k areas.

Footsore group makes Toledo
• from page I
After the Marathon
station, the hikers'
directions led them to De's
Freeze, the fifth checkpoint-13.5 miles from the march's
beginning.
Of the 113 people who
started the march. 103
passed through the fifth
checkpoint. The dogs. Rosie
and Trouble, were still going
too.
Wildlife

Urschel Pond, located oH Clough Street, is part of the Field
Research Canter, and is used for observation of wildlife by
members of the biology department at the University.

From De's Freeze, the
marchers followed the
Anthony Wayne Trail to a
bank. And from the bank, the
marchers aimed for the I! Y

UAAWA releases details
on 'research committee'
WASHINGTON (API-The
United Mine Workers of
America lUMWA) has told
the government it spent
$19,970 in 1969 for a
"research committee'' that
has been described as the
source of money used in a
plot to kill Joseph A. "Jock"
Yablonski
The committee has been
named in court proceedings
as the origin of money paid
in the 1969 murders of
Yablonski. his wife and
daughter.
The expenditure is listed
in a UMWA report to the
Labor Department for its
District No
19 in
Middlesboro. Ky.
The union said the district
spend $16,194 on its
"research committee' in
1970, and 16,265 on the
"research and info,
committee'during 1971
A SPOT CHECK of
records found no listing for
the committee prior to the
one for 1969 The reports are
filed with the department
early each year to cover the
preceding year.
A union spokesman said
the committee was created

!\>

to aid in organizing nonunion
mines in the district,
utilizing retired miners paid
on a daily basis.
The financial reports list
no duties for the committee.
Unlike other-more detailedunion filings on record, they
list only the lump sum said
to have been spent by the
committee.
A key figure in the

Yablonski murders has
named two District 19
officials, William J. Prater
and Albert E. Pass, as the
men who paid for and
arranged the murders
Silous Huddleston, retired
coal miner implicated both
men in a lengthy statement
made when he pleaded guilty
to murder for what the
government says was his

middleman role in the
slayings.
"I never asked Bill Prater
or Albert Pass how they
raised the money for the
murder." Huddleston said in
the statement. "I believe,
however, that the miners
who received checks from
Bill Krai.-r from the
research and information
fund kicked back all the
money to Prater."

VA student certificates due
The Veterans Administration
(VA) is
sending a reminder to 752.000 veterans
attending colleges and universities under the
GI BUI.
The reminder reads, "Mail in your
certificate of attendance card for your final
month of training, or you can't be paid."
The idea is to induce the veteran to fill out
the "cert" card, sign it and return it
immediately to his VA regional office so he
won't be wondering what happened to his
education allowance for his final month of
training For most schools, this means the
months of May or June
The reminders are being sent because VA
cannot prepare the final check for the spring
1971-72 school year until it receives the
"cert" card, and, if the card is not returned

Flash Gas station, about five
miles from Ihe Courthouse
on Erie Street.
Except for some scattered
reports of shoes lost in the
mud and a noticeably slower
pace, most of the marchers
got In the station and past it
in relatively good shape
The last leg of the journey
was through downtown
Toledo, and the marchers
got quite a few strange looks
as they trudged down the
sidewalk.
ONE OLD man leaned on
the wall ol a building and
shook his head as he watched
the procession.
"If that ain't a sight." he
chuckled as a couple of
hikers straggled past,
decked out in shirts that
readSCEC-MFTH.
The first hikers to reach
the courthouse were
Lawrence Smith, his dog
Rosie. Juanita Gaddis.
sophomore (Ed I, and Gary
Eckles. junior (A&S).
A few minutes later, two
more hikers arrived, and
then a few more
"I'm going to be a checker
next year." said one girl as
she rubbed her aching foot.
"Yeah," said her friend.

"This is a once-in-a-lifetime
experience—if we're lucky."
DR. DARREL Minifie and
in Wilfred Wienke of the
University's special
education department made
one of the more spectacular
approaches
to
the
Smrthouse. as they crawled
elast few yards
i Jan Sulick, freshman
l Ed.). who was in charge of
the march, said she is unable
to estimate now how much

Firelands plans
fall registration
Firelands Campus has announced that fall quarter
registration for continuing and former students has been
scheduled for May 15 through June 2.
New students, including transfers from other colleges and
universities, will be permitted to register at a mid-August
date to be announced later.
Advance registration procedures at Firelands are identical
to those at the University.
At the registration period to be established in mid-August
for new students, course requests will be hand-tallied, thus
giving students immediate confirmation of their schedules of
classes.
Firelands is offering more than 125 different sections for
the fall quarter. Included are courses designed for the new
associate degree programs. Information about course
offerings, admission and registration may be obatined by
calling the campus at 433-5560.

4 FREE
COKES

at the end of the current term, the veteran
cannot automatically be enrolled under the
GI Bill for the upcoming summer or fall
terms.
IT WAS ALSO pointed out that veteranstudents have the responsibility of keeping
VA informed on changes in the number of
dependents or education programs.
College registrars also have a
responsibility in insuring that veterans
receive their allowance checks on time.
Registrars should promptly return students'
re-enrollment certification so payments will
start automatically when study is resumed.
Details are available at the nearest VA
office or from local veterans service organ-,
nations

money the hike raised.
"But I'm really pleased
with the way things went,"
she said.
Ms Sulick estimated that
more than 90 hikers finished
the 25-mile walk. She said
SCEC plans to make the
walk an annual event.
As they lay in the grass in
front of the Courthouse, the
hikers talked about their
trip.
"I didn't think we'd ever
get here." somebody said.

with any large pizza
Each large pizza item 50c
Expires tonight 1:00 a.m. 5/9/72
HUlf
W1RFSS
PW1NF

Call

D0MIN0S 352-5221
[ NOW

"Yeah. I could hardly get
my feet over the last three
curbs."
And from under a tree, a
dreamy voice said. "Well, at
least it was all flat."
Maybe there's a good side
to everything.

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
jur
Journal of Accountancy
Becker CPA Rertow Course
CINCINNATI 513-«S 1 -44.7
CUVf LAND 216 696 0969
DAYTON 513M6-S0S7.
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Stickers attack stuns Ohio
By JACK CARLE
Sp*rts Editor
ATHENS-Despite
a
sluggish second quarter,
Bowling Green played good
lacrosse and romped over
non-league foe.
Ohio
University 15-5, here
Saturday
The Falcons started fast
and outscored the Bobcats 40 in the first quarter but
stood around in the second IS
minutes and let Oil
dominate play, BG was
ahead at the half. 5-4
"We were just standing
still in the second quarter
and not moving around."
commented coach Mickey

Cochrane "The further we
got in the second quarter the
worst we got
"We always seem to have
one bad quarter and we
should have played four good
quarters."
Cochrane
continued. "They were just
running harder than we were
and we were getting beat
I..mi i iTurevon. BG
goalie I woke them up at
halftime." Cochrane said
"He was on the receiving
end of things and he was in
situations that we should not
have been in We were
getting beat on the
midfield
Maybe that's what they
needed." said Cochrane

"All along they have been
listening to the coaches, it
was good for a co-captain to
speak up."
WHATEVER TUREVON
said worked as the stickers
came out shooting in the
second half and outscored
the Bobcats 10-1. The highscoring affair allowed
Cochrane to rest some of his
regulars in the latter stages
of the fourth quarter.
The BG attack once again
led the way as they combined
for 10 of the 15 BG goals and
five of the nine assists.
Laddie l!oryl had six points
on five goals and an assist
including half of the stickers

six third-period scores. He
has 29 points this year.
Bob Decker was hot early
from his crease position.
scoring three of BG's five
first half goals (Horyl had
the other two). Decker
totaled four goals Zabek
played his usual game as a
feeder with four assists and
a score. He assisted on three
of the four BG man-up goals
Zabek also has 29 points this
season.
"Our attack did a heck of a
job," Cochrane said "Our
defense also played a good
game holding down their
attack."'
The stickers now have an
entire week to get ready for

league foe Ohio State. The
Buckeyes have been having
their problems this season
but still have the leading
goal scorer in the league
Skip VanBourgondien, on the
attack As of last Wednesday
VanBourgondien had 29
goals in II games
"Wo will do some
reviewing this week,"
commented Cochrane "But
we will try to do things a
little different in practice
for a change of pace so we
don't get stale." The
stickers took yesterday off
in order to review the
Dt-nisnn film and also
because it was loo wet and
cold to practice

Baseballers win one of three
By FRED R. ORTLIP
Assistant Sports Editor
NOTRE DAME, Ind
Except for the first game of
the doubleheader here
Saturday against the
Fighting Irish, the Bowling
Green basehallers put on a
rather lethargic show, losing
two of the three non-league
meetings
The Falcons, now 14-10-2
overall,
displayed
a
spectacular offensive attack
in the first game Saturday,
slapping out
16 hits,
including three home runs,
to beat ND. 11-7
But the Irish sandwiched
5-1 and 5-2 setbacks around

the impressive BG win and
in the process gave coach
Jake Kline his 500th college
victory In the two losses.
BG could only manage a
combined total of
12
safeties
THOUGH THE results
didn't move the Falcons
much closer to the 21-winsin-a-season
goal
they're
shooting
for.
they
came home even closer to
the top spot in the MidAmerican Conference.
While the Falcons were
rolling over here, Ohio
University was strolling
over the former second
place team. Toledo, in two of
three games and league-

leader Miami grabbed two of
three
from
Western
Michigan
Miami is now 5-2 and
Bowling Green is 3-2-1. just
29 percentage points in front
of Toledo, 4-3-1 Miami has
three games remaining
against Ohio this weekend
while BG plays Toledo on the
last weekend of the season.
May 19.
HOWEVER, statistically,
any one of the first five
teams in the MAC have a
shot at the title Kent State
has a 2-2-1 mark while Ohio
U is 2-3-1. Western's 2-6
record brings up the rear.
In Friday's lid-lifter here,
the Falcons played sluggish

Canterfieldor Tim Pettorini exhibits "Pete Rose" form with a
Slide I

h,od
'"*' ,,id' in,° nem* in baseball action this season at
Warien E. Stellar field. From the grin on "Rko't" face he is
safe at the plate. BG now has home action scheduled on
Wednesday and Friday this week.
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ball in losing, 5-1. After
both teams plated one run
in the first inning. BG's Dan
Hebel and ND's Bill Lucas
hooked up in
a classic
pitching duel that wasn't
interrupted until the bottom
of the eight when the Irish
broke loose with a four-run
uprising to finish Hebel 12-11
and the Falcons.
Notre
Dame
accepted
Hebel's gift offerings of
three walks and a hit
batsman before they
fashioned back-to-back
singles that chased home
three of the four runs
Reliever Jim Fisher finally
doused the fire.
HEBEL WALKED seven
and struck out two while
allowing five hits Lucas (I2) also spun a five-hitter at
BG and went the distance,
walking four and fanning
four.
In Saturday's first game.
Jim Meerpohl survived a
shaky first inning and went
on to notch his fourth win of
the season against one loss
Tim Pettorini snapped a long
dry spell by smashing a
three-run homer, collecting
five RBI's and going 4-for-4.
Joe LaRocca's wind-aided
grand slam homer in the
first put the Irish on lop
temporarily but the Falcons
got one In the second then
sent 10 men to the plate in
the fourth and scored five
runs
MARK AMMONS led off
the big frame with his
second homer of the
campaign and BG was OK its
way Rich Arbinger and Paul
Miles singled then Dick
Selgo. Pettorini, and Gary
Haas each poked out RItl
singles ofl starter and loser
Rich Eich 15-21. ND's top
hurler
After Meerpohl
fanned. Rod Allen gol a
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sacrifice llv for the fifth
run before the inning ended
The Falcons got three
more in the next inning on
Pettonni's long homer over
the left center-field fence to
make it. 9-4 but ND knocked
Meerpohl out of the box with
a three-run rebuttal in their
half of the inning to cut the
lead to 9-7.
Highlighted by Miles'
homer in the seventh, the
Falcons added two to put
things away
Mecr[K)hl struck out five
anil walked three, allowing
six hits in his live innings of
work Ric Richmond picked
up a save, blanking the Irish
on two hits in the final (wo
innings
PETTORINI. WHO had
six hits in the series, jumped
Ins average Irom 203 to .257.
In that game Miles went 3lor:(. Selgo
2-for-4 and
Arbinger 2-for-4
In the series finale the
Irish broke away from a 2-2
deadlock in the filth to break
BG'l short-lived winning
streak with a f> 2 victory
ND swatted nine hits off
starter Jeff l.essig through
lour innings but could
manage only two runs In the
fifth BG lied the score with
three singles, a walk and a
sacrifice hut ND came up
with
three runs in the
bottom of
the inning
against reliever Art Schoene
i0-2i to seal the win Fisher
relieved Schoene in the same
inning U>finish up
BG"S Allen, who had four
safeties In the series, went 3for-3 in the game to head the
teven-hll attack
In the
set ic the spunky second
sacket moved his average
from 250 to 286
Now Bowling Green
will host the Detroit Titans
in a 3 30 p ni single game
Wednesday at Stellar Field.
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Final scrimmage successful
By KENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
There was a strange
I r a n s I o r m a 11 ii n
that
happened
Saturday
afternoon when Ihe lootbail
team held their scrimmage
on the turf ol Perry Stadium
t:nder the watchful eye of
head coach Don Nehlen. the
Falcons displayed some of
Ihe hardest hitting seen this
spring
This was the final tune-up
before next Saturday's big
intra-squad contest between
the white team and the
brown team Coach Nehlen
sent his troops through a
three-hour session because
of the hot weather Saturdayafternoon
He wanted to find out if his
team could go a full game
stint and not get tired, as
next Saturday they will be
going a full 60 minutes. So
there were chains, a timer,
yard markers and referees
for the scrimmage
Coach Nehlen tried to get
a sneak preview of what is to
come in the spring game
when he pitted his numberone offense against the
number-two defense for the
first time this spring
He also alternated his
number-two offense against
his number-one defense.
Quarterbacks Reid Lamport
and Joe Babies saw plenty of

action during
afternoon

the

long

LAMPORT
led
the
number-one offensive unit to
four scores before he retired
for the day Babies was also
effective in running the
number-two unit but they
■cored only two TD's against
the number-one defensive
group
Lamport had a good day
throwing the pigskin The
second-year passer hit his
tight-end. Greg Meczka with
two perfect strikes that gave
him first down situations
On one series of plays.
Lamport teamed up with
"Electrifying" Tony Bell
■ and got a TD on two passing
plays
Bell snagged a short pass
while Lamport was on the
run and then he slithered his
way through defenders for 24
yards Then Lamport came
right back to Bell and placed
a perfect pass between two
defenders that nestled right
into the hands of the speedy
back
The first offensive unit
once again got some good
power-running from their
backs as they tore up the
stadium grass.
Jamie Henneberry. Greg
Brewton. Bell and Don
Dillingham gave the defense
many headaches during the

day. Henneberry. who is
having a great spring, was
injured late in the second
half of action. He suffered a
twisted knee after making a
long run from the line of
scrimmage
"BOOTLEG"
Babies
experienced his best
offensive series when his
elusive scrambling got his
unit into TD territory. After
seeing the ball go fluttering
through the air after an
attempted hand-off. Babies
grabbed the elusive ball,
then picked up some
blockers and scampered his
way for 34 yards
Babies then tried to pass
and was about to run for his
life again when he let one of
his passes sail toward the
end/one
Tight-end Mark
Beach zeroed in on the pass
with cornerback Myron
Wilson draped all over him
and somehow plucked the
pass from the heavens
If defense was one of the
weak spots this spring, then
the Falcon defenders proved
that they are not going to be
denied next season, as they
gave out nothing but
headaches and aspirin
tablets to their opponents. In
the latest scrimmage.
Linebacker
John
Villapiano had a good day
from his position leading the
defensive charge for the

first unit as they put I stop
to many plays
The second unit, known as
the "Hunters", was really
giving the offense a rough
afternoon Many of the ball
carriers were on the
receiving end of some jolting
hits by the second unit
So. that was the last big
scrimmage coach Nehlen
will send his team through
this week The Falcons will
have a day off and they will
look at game films and then
practice for the game this
Saturday
FALCON TIDBITS: Tightend Greg Meczka suffered a
slightly sprained ankle in the
scrimmage After leaving
the field, the big receiver
immediately had ice put on
the ankle to prevent the
swelling from getting worse
Fullback Phil Polak made
his spring debut after
recovering from a bout with
double pneumonia. Polak
saw limited action during
the scrimmage because
coach Nehlen wants him
ready for Saturday
Defensive tackle Mike
Peregord is the winner of
this week's peek-a-boo
award for his jolting hit on
Tony Bell. Peregord stood
his ground on a running play
and met the "Youngstown
Comet" head on and stopped
him for no gain.
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Chief assist man Verne Zabek moves to the attack in the 11-8
upset of Denison earlier this year. Zabek has tallied nine goals
and aiitiited on 20 others so far this season. He needs six
assists in the last two games to tie the BG single season assist
record of 26 set by John Dohmt in 1969.

Golfers finish 2nd
By JEFF MAYS
Sports Writer
Bowling Green golf coach
John Piper found out over
the weekend that although
number two may not try
harder, the results are
encouraging just the same
Playing with his "second
team ". the No five through
10 men. Piper saw the
Falcons shoot their way to a
second place finish in the
Bronco Invitational
at
Western Michigan last
weekend
The Falcons fired a team
total of 772. seven shots
behind Kent State, who won
the tournament for the
second straight year.
Indiana State was third at
774 followed by Illinois State
(7851. Eastern Michigan
(7861. Northern Illinois
(7891, Western Michigan
.17901. Toledo (7961 and
Central Michigan (8091
Piper, who left his first
four men at home in order to
look at the other golfers of a
different course was pleased
overall as BG had two of the

top four finishers
JIM STONE finished in the
runner-up spot after winning
a sudden death playoff from
Kent's Herb Page. The two
were deadlocked at 151. four
shots behind Jeff Reaume
(medalist)
of
Eastern
Michigan at the end of the

Jim Stone

Thinclads win big
Seniors and a recordbreaking freshman stole the
show in Bowling Green's
101.5 to 52.5 track victory
over
visiting
Central
Michigan last weekend
Tom Newburn. a freshman
triple jumper, broke Ken
Bryant's seven-year-old
record with a winning leap of
■4611 5""
"Tom's got so much
spring.''
commented

teammate Jon Helder "I
wouldn't be surprised if he
really got off a good one "
Someone who was
surprised with his "good
one" with senior Dennis
Leone. Leone threw the
javelin 230' 10" to win the
event and set a personal
best
"I don't know how it
happened," said Leone
"You know I could be the

Host Toledo today

Netters lose Lightvoet
By DAN CASSEDAY
Sports Writer
Bowling Green's tennis
squad will finish the home
season against perennial
rival Toledo on the Ice Arena
Courts today at 2.30 p.m..
but not in the manner Falcon
coach Bob Gill would prefer.
The Falcons will play the
defending champion Rockets
without the services of
number one singles and first
doubles player Tom
Lightvoet. out of action until
the
Mid-American
Conference championships
May 18-20 at the University
of Toledo
"We have a chance Not a
good one. but a chance." Gill
said of the Falcon's winning
prospects.
Lightvoet. who had been
suffering from stomach
pains resulting from an
ulcerated colitis, caught the
flu last week, according to
Gill. Lightvoet's doctor

36-hole tournament Stone,
who fired a second round 73
on the par 71 Gull Lake View
course, won it on the first
playoff hole with a par as
Page scored a bogey.
Mark McConnell finished
behind Stone and Page with
75-77-152 and in their first
appearances of the year.
Jim Smith and Bill Esch shot
a 77-81-158 and an 81-75-156
respectively Steve Blowers
shot 77-81-158 while Mike
Gardner, whose score didn't
count in the teams total, shot
86-83-169
"I'm definitely pleased. "
Piper said
It was good to
see Stone and McConnell
bounce back and play the
way they did."
The two (Stone and
McConnell i will be at the
five and six spots this
afternoon when BG hosts a
quadrangular with Ohio
State. Central Michigan and
the University of Michigan
The top four for BG will be
Rick Faulk. Ken Walters.
Tom Fortuna and Scott
Masters The meet will start
at at 1230p.m.

advised him to refrain from
competition until the end of
this week, which means he'll
miss today's TU match and
tomorrow's contest at
Western Michigan
WITHOUT LIGHTVOET
and Tim Howell who was
attending his brother's
wedding. BG was trounced 72 by Ohio University
Saturday
The two victors for the
Falcons were Dan Ryan at
third singles, and Tim
Hoover and Ron Dredge at
third doubles. Ryan won 6-3.
4-*. 6-2 while Hoover and
Dredge combined for a 2-6.
6-1.6-2 triumph.
The loss to OU ended BG
hopes for a winning season.
The Falcons are now 6-9 on
the season with just today
and tomorrow's MAC
matches remaining
"Both.. .are the ones we've
been pointing to this year."
Gill said. The Falcon boss
said he has to take an

optimistic outlook into the
matches with TU and
Western Michigan, despite
the loss of Lightvoet.
"One man won't make the
whole match." he said. "Our
players will show what kind
of heart they have."
GILL SAID Toledo's first
singles is weak, but four of
the top seven Rocket's are
back from last year, and
improved since then.
"I'm looking forward to
all the matchups today,"
commented Gill.
He said the best contests
should be between BG's Dan
Ryan and Toledo's Jim
Davis at third singles, and
Bill Oudsema of the Falcons
v». Ken Brown of TU at
second singles
Against
common
opponents, the Rockets lost
to Miami. 8-1. while the
Falcons lost to the Redskins.
6-3. Cincinnati beat TU. 7-2.
and defeated the Falcons. 8-

I.

first person to place in the
MAC from two different
schools (Leone transferred
from Miami and set out last
season)."
ANOTHER
RUNNER
looking forward to the MidAmerican Conference meet
is senior captain Ed
Watkins Watkins won the
one-hundred yard dash in 9.8
and anchored the winning
440-yard relay i426> against
Central
"I don't believe all this."
said Watkins as he looked at
clippings from Kent State's
student
newspaper
The
paper said Len Turner. Kent
State's 100-220 man. had
easily beaten him in the
BG-KSU dual meet.
"He only beat me by a
tenth of a second in the
hundred.'
said Watkins
"We'll see in two weeks
who's going to have the easy
time "
"I'm pointing toward the
conference." said senior
three-mile winner (14.35.8)
Jim Ferstle. i didn't think 1
was going to win today
When Sid (Sink) started to
move at the two-mile mark I
just followed him. It was
just an instinctive reaction."
Another instinctive race
was Tracy Elliott's 9:38.5
steeplechase victory. "I felt
like quitting." said Elliott.
"The wind was so bad I
almost fell into the
steeplechase pit."
OTHER WINNERS were:
Jeff Booms. 484.5" in the
shot put: Craig MacDonald.
a 4:19.4 mile; Ted Farver a
double winner with a
winning 440-yard dash in 50 4
and the long lump in 22 5.5":
Don See in the 220-yard dash
with 22.8 and Dave Fegley in
the intermediate hurdles
< with a 55 3 clocking

